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Good Corporate Governance 

Through the year 2018, the Board of Directors has perpetuated the intentions to enhance the Good 

Corporate Governance (“CG”) in accordance with the international standards. The Board of Directors 

therefore applied the CG Self-Assessment for developing the Company’s governance system under 

the CG established by The Stock Exchange of Thailand (SET). The purposes of this are for the most 

efficiency of management system including priority given to the shareholders’ rights, equal treatment 

to shareholders, stakeholders’ roles, data disclosure and transparency, and responsibilities of the 

Board of Directors. All those are for protecting the shareholders’ interest. 

In this connection, the Board of Directors has  acknowledged the Corporate Governance Code for 

Listed Companies 2017 (“CG Code”) and was well awarded of the governing body to create value 

for sustainable business including reviewing, policy assessing and the  implementation in relation to 

the Company’s corporate governance and each CG Code. The Board of Directors  has assigned the 

Corporate Governance Committee or Company secretary to amend CG policy and Ethics of the 

Company as well as the directions in compliance with CG Code and adaptable to the rapid change 

of CG development. 

In 2018, the Company’s CG practices were divided into 5 parts, as follows:  

Part 1 Shareholders’ Rights  

1.1. CG on Shareholders’ Right Protection Policy 

The Company’s Board of Directors formulates the shareholders’ right protection policy in writing in 

2006. The policy emphasizes on allowing shareholders to have equal rights to have access to the 

Company’s operational performance; and to participate in important decisions making, as well as 

protecting, promoting, encouraging but not to infringe shareholders’ rights. The policies are as follows: 

Policy on shareholders’ right protection  

1. The Board of Directors is responsible for protecting and respecting basic rights of the  

Company’s shareholders, such as right to purchase, sell or transfer shares, right to the 

Company’s profit sharing; right to obtain sufficient information about the Company’s 

operation, right to attend the shareholders’ meeting to appoint or terminate directors and 

independent auditors, allocate dividend payment, formulate or amend the provisions or 

Memorandum of Association, approve capital increase or decrease, and special items, etc.   

2. The Board of Directors has duty to promote and support shareholders to exercise their 

rights in various areas at the Annual General Shareholders’ Meeting, i.e. the right to 

propose meeting agenda in advance, the right to nominate persons as directors, the right to 

submit questions to the Company prior to the annual shareholders’ meeting and the right to 

openly express opinions and ask questions at the shareholders’ meeting, etc.   

3. The Board of Directors shall not take any action which may violate or limit, or infringe the 

shareholders’ right to study the Company’s information that shall be disclosed according to 

the related requirements, and the right to attend shareholders’ meeting; for example, not to 

distribute significant information document unexpectedly added, not to add agenda or 

amend the important data without advance notice to shareholders.  

4. The Board of Directors has responsibility to facilitate the applying of the shareholders’ 

rights such as giving the significant information updated via website, inviting the 

shareholders to visit factory, etc.  
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1.2. Allowing shareholders to study information prior to the shareholders’ meeting  

The Board of Directors and the Management have implemented the policy relating to shareholders’ 

right that covers more the rights than those required by law, especially the right to general and 

significant information. At the Annual General Meeting of the Shareholders, the Company provided 

the shareholders with sufficient opportunity to study the information to the meeting date via the 

Company’s website. Such information was also published in both Thai and English similar to the 

hard copy the Company submitted to shareholders. 

On 11 April 2018, the Company had disclosed information via the Stock Exchange of Thailand 

(“SET”), notifying of Resolution of the Board of Directors Meeting No. 4/2561 on 11 April 2018, 

that the Company was informed of the progresses of the investigation of the criminal case from the 

Economic Crime Suppression Division regarding the complaint of the Company, the case of the scrap 

steel embezzlement. The meeting therefore resolved to postpone the 2018 Annual General Meeting of 

Shareholders until the Company has complete the auditing and amending the accounting information 

and numbers of the Company. Details were as information disclosed to the SET on 11 April 2018. 

1.3. Practice for shareholders before the shareholders’ meeting, at the shareholders’ 

meeting, and after the shareholders’ meeting 

To deliver to the documents of the Annual General Meeting of Shareholders (“Meeting”), the 

Company assigned the Thailand Securities Depository Company Limited (TSD), which is the 

Company’s share registrar, to distribute the invitation to the Meeting to all shareholders 14 days prior 

to the Meeting date in order to provide shareholders with sufficient time to study the information. 

Such delivery period of meeting documents was more than that specified by the applicable laws.  

At the Meeting, the Company facilitated shareholders to exercise their rights to attend the meeting 

by implementing a barcode system for registration and vote counting, as well as providing the 

revenue stamps for proxy authorization. The label of registered shareholder was provided for access 

convenience while meeting, without time loss to recheck their documents.  

In addition, at the Meeting, for the purpose of transparency and good corporate governance imposed 

by Securities and Exchange Commission Thailand (SEC), the Company has invited shareholders to 

witness the vote-counting. There were no shareholders volunteered, but there was Mr. Supapong 

Tun-ngern, independent Legal Advisor to witness the vote-counting. 

Furthermore, the Company has informed the Meeting the number and ratio of attending 

shareholders either by themselves or by appointment of proxies, the procedures of vote-casting, 

vote-counting, including notification of voting result. 

After the Meeting of the Shareholders for the year, the Company compiled the document, including 

agenda, meeting resolutions, voting results, questions and shareholders’ opinion expressed at the 

meeting, so as to provide “The minutes of Annual General Meeting of the Shareholders for 

publishing on the Company’s website is in compliance with the regulations of SEC and SET.  

The Annual General Meeting of Shareholders of the Company for year 2018 had not been held, in 

which details as disclosed to the SET on 11 April 2018 

1.4. Preventing limitation of shareholders’ rights to general information and information 

technology  

Through publishing all information on the Company’s website prior to the Annual General Meeting 

of the Shareholders, the Company’s Board of Directors supported and not to infringe the 

shareholders’ rights exercise while the Company did not distribute additional document containing 

significant information during the meeting, or add or change meeting agenda or amend significant 

information without advance notice. There has been no complaint from shareholders on this case.  
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1.5. Facilitating shareholders to exercise rights  

The Company facilitated the shareholders and shareholders’ proxy to register attending the meeting 

by implementing a barcode system for registration and vote counting as well as distributing voting 

ballots to the shareholders before meeting.  

The Company clearly stated shareholders’ meeting rules and process in the meeting invitation. The 

moderator of the meeting also informed the attending shareholders of the rule and voting process at 

the meeting. The shareholders’ meeting minutes also included a record that the meeting was informed 

of the rules and voting process.  

Moreover, the Company invited its shareholders to exercise their right to visit its factory. Regularly, 

the Company updates current information and data published on its website.  

1.6. Providing time and opportunity for shareholders to express their opinions  

The Chairman of the Board of Directors asked the meeting at the end of each agenda whether the 

shareholders ask questions related to the meeting agenda or related to the Company, whereby they 

could openly express their opinion. Any questions related to the meeting agenda or the Company 

together with shareholders’ opinion as well as the answers or clarification made by the Board  of 

Directors or the Company’s management, were  entirely recorded in the minutes.  

The Company provided recording sound of the shareholders’ meeting, and disclosed the significant 

matters arising during the meeting in the meeting minutes for reference in the future and enables 

shareholders who could not attend the meeting to follow up the meeting particulars.  

1.7. Directors to attend the shareholders’ meeting  

With fully respect of shareholders’ right, the attendance of Directors, Chief Executive Officer, and Chief 

Financial Officer, are normally required to attend the Annual General Meeting of the Shareholders.  

The Annual General Meeting of Shareholders of the Company for year 2018 had not been held, in 

which details as disclosed to the SET on 11 April 2018 

Part 2  Equitable treatment towards shareholders  

2.1 Policy on facilitating the minor shareholders 

The Board of Directors respected the equitable treatment to shareholders, and therefore the 

facilitation policy for minor shareholders was set as follows:  

Policy on facilitating the minor shareholders  

1. The Board of Directors has the duties to respect the shareholders’ rights and treat them 

equally.  

2. The Board of Directors has the duties to encourage and support the shareholders to exercise 

their rights in any respects for the annual general meeting of shareholders such as proposing 

an issue in the agenda in advance, nominating a person to be selectively director in advance, 

and submitting questions prior to the meeting, etc.  

3. The Board of Directors has the duties to assist the shareholders in any respects  such as 

supporting the shareholders to study information before making decision. For the voting, 

the Company supports the shareholders to authorize proxies by offering alternatives at least 

one independent director for the shareholders to authorize as their proxies.  
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2.2 Criteria to provide the minor shareholders the opportunity to propose in advance an 

issue in the agenda of the shareholders’ meeting  

The Company allowed and assisted any shareholders to propose in advance an issue in the meeting 

agenda by providing the consideration criteria published via the data system of SET and the 

Company’s website 3 months prior to the Annual General Meeting of Shareholders for the year 

2017. The Board of Directors’ Secretary was assigned to compile the meeting agenda and submitted 

to the independent directors for consideration. Basically, if the independent directors viewed such 

issue as proper, they shall propose to the Board of Directors. The criteria of proposing the agenda of 

the Annual General Meeting of Shareholders were the followings: 

1. The qualifications of shareholders entitled to propose issue for the annual general meeting of 

shareholders agenda shall be the shareholder holding not exceeding 0.5% of the total voting 

shares of the Company, maybe a sole shareholder or combined shareholders, holding 

continuingly such shares not less than 12 months from the holding  date to the proposal date.  

2. An issue shall be proposed through the “Agenda Proposal Form for the Annual General Meeting 

of Shareholders with related complete and entire documents, to be submitted to the Company.  

3. For an efficient AGM, the Company reserves its right not to include the following matters 

as the meeting agenda: 

1) Matters proposed by shareholders who are not qualified, as specified in criteria No. 1 or 

do not follow the procedures set forth by the Company in the criteria for shareholders 

to propose the Agenda of AGM. 

2) Matters as stipulated by laws for consideration at AGM, which have been pursued 

regularly by the Company. 

3) Matters relating to a normal course of business of the Company and matters already 

undertaken by the Company. 

4) Matters under the Company’s management authority except ones causing material 

impacts on shareholders in general. 

5) Matters that shareholders already proposed in AGM within the past 12 months, and 

those under support by less than 10% of total voting shares, given that the factual 

events have not changed significantly. 

6) Matters unlikely to benefit the Company and matters previously submitted for 

consideration by other shareholders. 

7) Matters that violate applicable laws, rules, regulations of the government agencies or 

regulatory or involved agencies, or actions not in compliance with the objectives, 

Articles of Association and Statement of Business Conducts of the Company. 

8) Matters that are beyond the authority of the Company. 

4. The Company’s independent directors considered and screened the issues proposed by 

shareholders prior to submit to the Board of Directors. The Company would notify the 

consideration result after the meeting of the Board of Directors. The approved issues would be 

included in the agenda attached to the invitation to the Annual General Meeting of Shareholders  
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2.3 Consider not to add an issue in the shareholders’ meeting agenda  

The Board of Directors complied with the policy on monitoring the shareholders’ rights. In 

shareholder meeting, the Board of Directors strictly conducted the meeting in line with the agenda and 

did not distribute any additional documents suddenly, or add any issue in the agenda or change any 

significant information without advance notice. 

2.4 Criteria to provide the minor shareholders to nominate person for director position 

The Company allowed and assisted any shareholders to nominate in advance qualified person for 

director position by providing the consideration criteria published via the data system of SET and the 

Company’s website 3 months prior to the Annual General Meeting of Shareholders. The Board of 

Directors’ Secretary was assigned to compile the accompanied information of the nominee’s 

qualifications as well as his/her consent, and then  submitted to the Nomination Committee to 

consider the qualifications of person nominated by the minor shareholders in accordance with the 

Company’s nomination procedure. Generally, if the Nomination Committee viewed such person 

nominated as proper, it shall propose to the Board of Directors to consider and propose to the Annual 

General Meeting of Shareholders. The Criteria for the Nomination of Candidate for Directorship in 

the Annual General Meeting (AGM) Agenda are as follows: 

1. Qualification of shareholder who has the right to nominate a qualified person as a candidate 

for the Company’s directorship election must be the Company’s shareholder holding 

continuously minimum of five percent of the total shares issued by the Company by one 

shareholder or several shareholders combined and shareholders must have held those shares 

continuously for at least 12 months by the date the shareholder nominates a qualified 

candidate. 

2. Nomination of a qualified person as candidate for directorship, Shareholder fully qualified as 

in criteria No.1 can fill out the following forms: 

1) Form Nominated Qualified Candidate for Directorship in AGM  

2) Form Personal Data on Qualified Candidate for Directorship in AGM  

3) Letter of Consent from the Nominated Candidate for Directorship in AGM  

 Together with other completed supplementary documents as required. 

3. Candidate must have the qualifications in compliance with related laws and regulations as 

follows: Securities and Stock Exchange Commission, Thailand, The Stock Exchange of 

Thailand, The Public Company Limited Act B.E. 2535 and the Company’ s Memorandum of 

Association. 

4. The above nominated candidate, together with complete supplementary documents, as 

required shall be scrutinized by the Nomination Committee according to the Nomination 

Process of the Company, before further submission to the Board of Directors for 

consideration. The Company will notify the Board of Director’s (BOD) resolution after the 

BOD Meeting. 

2.5 Encouraging the shareholders to use the Proxy Form  

The Board of Directors encouraged the shareholders to use the Proxy Form in voting APPROVE, 

DISAPPROVE, ABSTAIN by providing the Proxy Form B. Besides, the Company provided the 

shareholders with the Proxy Form A (general Proxy Form) and the Proxy Form C (only for custodian) 

published on the website 14 days prior to the meeting date for download.  
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2.6 Encouraging the shareholders to vote   

The Board of Directors provided convenience for shareholders who could not attend the meeting but 

wish to exercise their voting rights by allowing them to assign proxy. The Company arranged 2 

independent directors to attend the meeting and vote on behalf of the shareholders. Shareholders can 

appoint one of the two independent directors as their proxy.  

2.7 Giving the shareholders opportunity to exercise right to appoint individual director 

The Board of Directors encouraged the shareholders to use their voting rights by providing and 

distributing voting ballots at the registration before meeting. Voting ballots were provided for each 

issue of the agenda, such as dividend payment approval, independent auditor remuneration, and 

individual director appointment. The vote counting was recorded in the minutes of each meeting for 

transparency and reference in case of objection later.   

2.8 Measures to prevent directors, executives, and employees from using the internal 

information for own benefits   

The Board of Directors stipulated the measures to prevent the directors, executives, and  employees 

from using the internal information for their or others’ benefits in the Code of Conduct covering  the 

use of internal information for stock trading, the conflict of interest, and the confidentiality of  

information. The measures were notified through the business ethics, training, and the Company’s 

website. Besides, the secretary of the Board of Directors was assigned to notify the rules in data 

disclosure and monitor that the Board of Directors and executives report their asset possession 

including the disclosure of the conflict of interest and connected transaction between directors and 

executives. 

Part 3  Roles of stakeholders 

3.1 Good Corporate Governance policy related to stakeholders   

The Company respected and gave priority to all groups stakeholders’ rights, not only particular to the 

applicable laws. In the past year, the Company newly considered indicating the stakeholders and 

established the additional policy and measure on monitoring the stakeholders in accordance with the 

Good Corporate Governance (CG) and CSR policy simultaneously adhered to conduct. The 

stakeholders of the Company shall be divided in 10 groups, as follows:  

1. Employees and families  

2. Customers and creditors  

3. Shareholders  

4. Community around factory  

5. Government agencies  

6. Suppliers and contractors  

7. Financial institutes, analysts, and investors  

8. Scholars  

9. Educational institutions  

10. Mass media  
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Part 4  Information disclosure and transparency  

4.1 Results of the execution of good corporate governance policy  

Last year, the Company accurately, adequately, timely and transparently disclosed the financial and 

non-financial information required by the SEC and SET through SET’s online system and the 

Company’s website. The Company has never been punished by the SEC or SET for not disclosing the 

information as required. Also, the Company regularly appraises the efficiency of information 

disclosure process and strictly follows the regulations.  

Moreover, the Company published and regularly updated all significant information submitted to the 

SET and other current information on its website as well as provided all shareholders and stakeholders 

with such information both in Thai and English so as  for equal access to the information. 

4.2 Remuneration for the directors and the management   

The Nomination and Remuneration Committee formulated the policy on remuneration for directors, 

Chief Executive Officer and top executives as follows;  

Policy on remuneration for directors, Chief Executive Officer and top executives  

1. Remuneration of the Company’s directors, Chief Executive Officer and top executives shall 

be set in accordance with their duty, scope of responsibility, fairness and attractiveness, which 

should be compared to those for directors in other listed companies in the same industry and 

similar size, including the Company’s performance, business surroundings, and overall 

economic conditions.  

2. The Nomination and Remuneration Committee shall be responsible for initial consideration 

and propose for the approval of the Board of Directors and the Annual General Meeting of the 

Shareholders the maximum remuneration of the year, position remuneration and meeting 

allowance.  

3. The Nomination and Remuneration Committee shall comply with the resolution of the 

Annual General Meeting of the Shareholders on the remuneration budget and details which 

are also disclosed in the annual report. The remuneration that the directors received from 

positions in other companies, such as consultancy fee, and directorship in the Company’s 

subsidiaries shall also be disclosed.  

4. Any director who currently holds management position in the Company and receives the 

remuneration in the forms of monthly salary will not be entitled to receive the remuneration.  

The Nomination and Remuneration Committee proposed to the Board of Directors and the Annual 

General Meeting of the Shareholders for the year 2016 to approve the remunerations for the non-

executive and non-employee directors as shown in Remuneration for Directors and the Management 

Chapter. Any director being the subsidiary’s director shall not be entitled to take any remuneration 

from such subsidiary.  

4.3 Board of Directors’ Report 

The Company provided the Board of Directors’ responsibility report on financial statements together 

with the independent auditor’s report, as published in the annual report under the Board of Directors’ 

Responsibility towards financial statements.  
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4.4 Roles and duties of the Board of Directors and Committees 

In 2018, the Board of Directors managed the Company in compliance with legal framework, the 

Company’s objectives, rules and regulations, as well as the resolution of the shareholders’ meeting 

with honesty and discretion and for the best benefits of the shareholders. Besides, the Board of 

Directors appointed committees to assist the Board of Directors in studying details, in monitoring and 

supervising the Company’s operations, as well as screening assigned tasks.  

In 2018, there were 9 the meetings of the Board of directors, in which held according to the Articles 

of Association of the Company and the Limited Public Company Act B.E.2535 (1992). There were 

the agenda and meeting documents submitted for the directors’ consideration 7 days prior to the 

meeting day, and also the opportunities for directors to discuss on the significant matters with 

carefulness. In this connection, the Company Secretary and the legal advisor were attending the 

meeting in order to take minutes, respond the directors’ inquiries and recommendations. Therefore, 

the directors or relevant persons can follow and monitor the matter properly. 

In the Annual General Meeting of shareholders 2018, there were directors, Chief Financial 

Officer, the Company’s auditor, and legal advisor. Details of meeting attendance of Directors for year 

2018 are as follows: 

No. Name Board of 

Directors 

Meeting/ 

Attendance 

Audit 

Committee 

Meeting/ 

Attendance 

Nomination and 

Remuneration 

Committee 

Meeting/ 

Attendance 

Risk 

Management 

Committee 

Meeting/ 

Attendance 

1. Mr. Yanyong   Kurovat 9 / 9 - - - 

2. Prof. Paichitr Rojanavanich 8 / 9 11 / 11 - 1 / 1 

3. Mr. Teerapol Pussadej 9 / 9 11 / 11 1 / 1 1 / 1 

4. Asst. Prof.Dr. Teerachai  Arunruangsirilert 8 / 9 10 / 11 1 / 1 1 / 1 

5. Khunying Patama Leesawadtrakul 3 / 9 - - - 

6. Mr. Chainarong Monthienvichienchai 9 / 9 - - - 

7. Mr. Ryuzo Ogino 9 / 9 - - - 

8. Ms. Soontareeya Wongsirikul 9 / 9 - - 1 / 1 

9. Mr. Somchai Leesawadtrakul 7 / 9 - 1 / 1 - 

10. Mrs. Churairat Panyarachun 9 / 9 - 1 / 1 - 

11. Asst. Prof. Komol Wong-Apai 8 / 9 - - - 

12. Ms. Methikan Chutipongsiri 9 / 9 - - - 

Remarks: 

(1) On 11 April 2018, the Company had disclosed information via the Stock Exchange of 

Thailand (“SET”), notifying of Resolution of the Board of Directors Meeting No. 4/2561 

on 11 April 2018, that the Company was informed of the progresses of the investigation of 

the criminal case from the Economic Crime Suppression Division  regarding the complaint 

of the Company, the case of the scrap steel embezzlement. The meeting therefore resolved to 

postpone the 2018 Annual General Meeting of Shareholders until the Company has complete 

the auditing and amending the accounting information and numbers of the Company. Details 

were as information disclosed to the SET on 11 April 2018. 
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4.5 Relationship with investors 

The Company has a policy on significant information, including general information, to be disclosed 

properly, completely, reliably, sufficiently, timely, and transparently, including general information 

that may affect the Company’s share price, assigning the Company’s representative to communicate 

with the institute and individual investors as well as analysts and concerned government agencies. The 

Company’s website (www.gsteel.com) is used as a channel to distribute all information, such as the 

information regarding the Company, business, financial information, news that may affect investment 

decision, reports submitted to the SET, the Company’s activities, and shareholders’ meeting details, in 

order to enable shareholders to keep updated of the Company’s movement and information.  

The Company prepared a brief investor relation plan and the aforesaid plan is subject to the plan 

according to occasion and appropriateness.  The details are as follows: 

1. To arrange an activity for mass media meeting at least once per quarter in order to report on 

the operating results in every quarter.  

2. To arrange an analyst meeting on a quarterly basis.  In the event that the analyst wishes to 

inquire about other additional matters, the analysts are invited to meet the Company’s investor 

relations on a case-by-case basis.  

3. To arrange for investors to visit the Company’s factory including to meet and ask questions to 

the management. 

4. To arrange aboard road show at least once a year. 

5. To participate in exhibition booths that is held to disseminate and provide information to 

investors such as by the Stock Exchange of Thailand, the Securities Analysts Association, etc. 

Part 5  The Board of Directors’ Responsibilities 

5.1 Policy on Good Corporate Governance 

The Company’s Board of Directors is committed to directing the business in compliance with the 

good corporate governance which is beneficial and important to promote efficiency and transparency 

of the Company’s operation, helping increase competitive advantages, and add long-term value to 

the shareholders. The Board of Directors and the Management have formulated good corporate 

governance practice and made them the Company’s policy in writing. The Board of Directors 

approved the policy the essences of which are as follows: 

1. Respecting shareholders’ right including allowing them to propose agenda in advance for the 

shareholders’ meeting, and nominating in advance persons to be elected as directors, etc., the 

Company shall not take any action which may infringe or limit the rights of shareholders.  

2. Equitably and fairly treating all shareholders, investors, stakeholders and related parties.  

3. Accurately, adequately, equitably, and timely disclosing information to shareholders, 

investors, stakeholders and related parties through appropriate channels, including website, 

to enable shareholders and related parties to have easy access to the information.  

4. Performing its duties and responsibility in supervising and directing the operations of the 

Company with integrity, ethics and prudence to achieve the Company’s goal and for the 

best benefits of the Company and its shareholders, as well as preventing conflict of interest.  

5. Managing the Company with transparency under sufficient internal control and audit system.  

6. Controlling and managing risks at the appropriate level.  

7. Operating the Company with integrity and in compliance with laws and business ethics.  
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5.2 Structure of the Board of Directors   

The Company managed the Board of Directors through the system “Check and Balance” and the 

policy of “Board Diversity”. The Board of Directors comprises 11 members that have different 

qualifications, skills, experience and specialization being benefit to the Company, and ability to 

contribute their time and efforts to perform a duty to reinforce the Board of Directors. The Board of 

Directors shall select and appoint the committees in order to share its works for specific issues, as 

specified in the annual report under Management Structure.  

The Board of Directors gives priority to transparency and therefore stipulated that the Board of 

Directors Chairman is an independent director and shall not be the same person as the Chief 

Executive Officer or President. The Board of Directors approved the definition of independent 

directors which is stricter than that required by SEC, for example, an independent director shall 

hold the shares not exceeding 0.5% in the Company.  

The Board of Directors stipulated a formal and transparent process of director nomination which is 

free from influence from shareholders who have controlling authority. The Nomination Committee 

shall nominate directors by considering education, capability, experience, etc. in accordance with 

the scope of responsibilities of the Board of Directors or committees. The list of nominees will be 

proposed to the Board of Directors for consideration and appointment.  

The Board of Directors disclosed the list of the directors and committee members in terms of 

names, positions, age, education, shareholdings, work experience and relationship with the 

Company’s executives in various channels, including the annual report and the Company’s website. 

There is no director holding directorships more than 5 listed companies. At a meeting of the Board 

of Directors, there must not be less than one half of the total number of directors present to form a 

quorum. In addition, the meeting schedule for year was provided to directors in advance annually in 

order for the directors’ attendance availability. 

5.3 Leadership and vision  

The Board of Directors has strong leadership, vision and independence in making decision for the 

best benefit of the Company and its shareholders. Roles and responsibilities of the Board of 

Directors and the Management are clearly separated, i.e. the Management is responsible for 

compiling necessary information for the Board of Directors’ consideration.  

With a goal to ensure stable business with long-term sustainability and success, the Board of  

Director, in cooperation with the Management in  reviewing and ensuring that vision and mission 

best address the changing environment, the business  goals, business plan and budget are prepared 

by  taking into consideration the maximum added value  and long-term stability of the Company 

and its shareholders. The Board of Directors also directs the business and ensures that the business 

operation is efficiently executed by the Management. 

The Board of Directors encourages good corporate governance within the organization and  

formulates good corporate governance practice, code of ethics, measures and approval procedure of  

connected transactions between the Company and related parties or persons who may have conflict 

of interest, as well as clearly separates the authority of shareholders from that of the Board of 

Directors, also that between the Board of Directors and the executives and other committees, in 

order to balance the power, and each other shall be independently examined.  
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5.4 Conflict of interest   

The Board of Directors shall consider connected transactions that may cause conflict of interest 

between shareholders, directors and the Management, with best prudence, integrity, reasonableness 

and independence within good business ethic framework. It also discloses complete information for 

the best benefit of the Company. The Board of Directors shall strictly conform to the criteria and 

procedures or regulations set by SET whereby the Audit Committee shall provide information about 

the necessity and appropriateness of such transaction.  

The Board of Directors has formulated measures and approval procedure of connected transactions 

between the Company and its subsidiaries or persons who may have conflict of interest.  

The persons who may have direct or indirect conflict of interest shall not be allowed to make decision on 

the matter. The Audit Committee is required to participate in the consideration and provide opinions on 

the necessity and reasonableness of the items proposed for the best benefits of the Company. The 

connected transactions are also required to be disclosed in the Notes to the Financial Statements 

prepared by using the generally accepted accounting principles published in the Annual Report.  

5.5 Business ethics  

The Board of Directors has prepared the Management and Employees’ Code of Conduct for the 

Company’s Management and employees to use as guideline in performing their duties and to 

strictly and consistently implement in terms of business operations, equitably with fair treatment 

towards stakeholders, including the matters related to conflict of interest, information 

confidentiality and possible fraudulent use of information, bribes, and gifts, including the anti-

corruption. In this regard of the Code of Conduct, the Board of Directors assigned the Internal 

Audit Department to monitor and audit the implementation.  

The Board of Directors itself shall monitor and ensure that the Company’s business operation, 

directors’ ability to perform their duties, the Management’s operation, and employees’ work are 

within ethical framework in addition to the Company’s regulations and related laws.  

The Board of Directors has also formulated a policy requiring directors, executives and employees 

who are involved with inside information to avoid or not trade the Company’s shares 1 month 

before the significant information, such as financial information which may affect the Company’s 

share prices, is disclosed to the public.  

5.6 Power balance of non-executive directors   

The structure of the Company’s Board of Directors comprises the Chairman and executive directors 

totaling 6 persons, 2 non-executive directors and 4 independent directors, totaling 12 persons. The 

balance of power by independent directors is 33.34.  

5.7 Integration or segregation of positions for managerial balance of power 

The Board of Directors clearly divides scopes of roles and responsibilities among the Board of 

Directors, Executive Committee, Audit Committee, Nomination Committee, Remuneration 

Committee and Risk Management Committee, as well as the Chief  Executive Officer with a clear 

stipulation that the Chairman of the Board of Directors shall not be the same person as the 

Chairman of the Executive  Committee or Chief Executive Officer and shall not have any relations 

with the Management, in order to prevent any executive to have unlimited power, and the 

managerial balance can be checked.  
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5.8 Committees  

The Board of Directors appointed committees to assist it in monitoring and controlling the operations, 

as well as screening the assigned tasks. Roles, authorities, duties and responsibilities are clearly set. 

At present, there are 4 committees, each with different roles and scopes of responsibility, as specified 

in the Annual Report under Management Structure.  

5.9 Roles and responsibilities of the Board of Directors  

In the past year, the Board of Directors reviewed and approved significant operational matters and 

directed the Management to efficiently implement the policies and plans, including to effectively 

managing the budget.  

Further to the Board of Directors having stipulated and approved the written good corporate 

governance policy, a review is to be made at least once a year.  

The Board of Directors provided and distributed the Code of Conduct in writing to the new directors, 

executives and employees; and reviewed other ethics for the existing directors, executives and 

employees to understand ethical standards applied to its business operation. The Board of Directors 

assigned the Internal Audit Department to closely monitor the execution of such Code of Conduct.  

The Board of Directors, having carefully studied and considered conflict of interest and connected 

transactions which may cause conflict of interest to the Company taking into account the 

shareholders’ best benefits, found none of such items.  

The Board of Directors provided a financial statement control and regulations implementation.  

The Internal Audit Department independently performed its duty in monitoring the implementation 

of these regulations as well as the control measures. It is at least once a year to review such control.  

5.10 The Board of Directors’ meeting 

The Board of Directors convened at least 4 times a year and arranged the meeting in accordance 

with the Company’s rules, the Public Limited Company Act B.E. 2535, and SET’s regulations. The 

Chairman of the Board of Directors, in the capacity of the meeting chairman, would promote 

prudence in any consideration; provide sufficient time for the Management to present significant 

information and for directors to discuss the matter. Meeting minutes for every meeting was made 

for future reference and checking. It is the duty of the Board members to attend every meeting, 

except for a certain unavoidable case.  

At the meeting of the Board of Directors of the beginning of the year 2018, the Company Secretary 

prepared meeting agenda and schedule for whole year for the Board of Directors to be able to 

schedule their time for the meetings.  

In considering the number of meetings, the Board of Directors considered the duty and 

responsibility of the Board of Directors. The Company Secretary shall prepare the whole year 

meeting agenda and matters to be considered in each meeting in order to provide sufficient detailed 

information for the Board of Directors. For example, in the March meeting, the Board of Directors 

shall approve the annual financial statements, and schedule the annual general shareholders’ 

meeting as well as set the date of the closing of the Company’s registration book to suspend the 

share transfer, while the meetings in May, August and December are scheduled for reviewing and 

approving financial statements for the first, second and third quarters, then the December meeting is 

organized to consider budget for the following year.  

In each meeting, the Company Secretary provided the agenda and related information and 

distributed them to the directors for average 7 days prior to the meeting. 
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The meetings were strictly held in compliance with the Company’s rules and regulations, and the 

Public Limited Company Act B.E. 2535. The directors were given opportunity to discuss carefully 

the important problems. The Company Secretary and legal advisors attended the meeting and 

prepared the recording, so as for the minutes of the meeting, which included also the directors’ 

questions and recommendation in the meeting for future reference and cross-checking.  

In each meeting, the Chairman of the Board of Directors would conduct the meeting to last for 1-2 

hours, which was sufficient for the Management to present the matters for consideration and for the 

directors to carefully and equally discuss the important issues. The Chairman of the Board of 

Directors encouraged the attending directors to use their best consideration. The Chairman also asked 

whether there was any question or other opinion on each issue of the agenda in every meeting.  

5.11 Self-Assessment of the Board of Directors 

For year 2018, the Company Secretary has prepared the “CG Self-Assessment for year 2018”, and 

submitted to individual directors for considering his/her achievement and for resolving problems 

individually, as well as for the work efficiency improvement.   

5.12 Remuneration for directors and executives   

In 2017, The Nomination and Remuneration Committee resolved, in accordance with the scope of 

duty and responsibility assigned and at the same range as that offered to directors in listed 

companies of similar size and in the same industry, and also the Company’s performance, business 

environment and economy as a whole, to propose to the Board of Directors and to the Shareholders 

in the Annual General Shareholders’ Meeting to approve the total amount of the Directors’ 

remuneration 2018 same as rates 2017 year.  

5.13 Directors and executives development 

The Board of Directors encouraged and provided the training courses to develop and educate the 

Company’s directors and members of committees so as for the continuous improvement in 

performing their tasks.  

The Company Secretary prepared Directors’ guidebook with criteria on information disclosure, 

profile, shareholdings, changes in shareholding of directors, etc. and distributed to new directors. 

The secretary shall also invite new directors to visit the Company’s plant to introduce to them the 

hot rolled coil business as well as the Company’s business operations.  

The Board of Directors has stipulated that the Chief Executive Officer and Presidents prepare a regular 

report for the Board of Directors to update on the development and succession plans in case they 

could not perform their duties.  

The Board of Directors, in parallel to the succession plan, implemented the executive development 

plan by assigning the Chief Executive Officer to report progress of executive development plan 

undertaken during the year.  

In 2018, details of Directors’ attendance of training are as follows: 

No. Name and Position Course By Organization 

1

. 

Mr. Yanyong Kurovat,  

Chairman of the Board of Directors  

Boardroom Success through Financing 

and Investment (BFI 4/2018)  

Thai Institute of Directors (IOD) 

2

. 

Mr. Chainarong Monthienvichienchai,  

Independent Directors 

Role of the Chairman Program (RCP 

43/2018)  

Thai Institute of Directors (IOD) 

3

. 

Ms. Soontareeya Wongsirikul,  

Director and Chief Financial Officer 

Strategic Financial Leadership 

Program (SFLP) 2018Ethical  

Thai Listed Companies Association  

  




